Encouraging rooftop solar without creating cross-subsidies
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NEM was designed to stimulate the infant rooftop solar industry

Customers were credited on their bill at the retail rate for power they exported to the grid.

And they paid the retail rate for power they imported from the grid.

Rooftop solar penetration grew rapidly due to NEM, falling solar panel prices, state and local incentives, and the 30% federal income tax credit.

NEM succeeded in stimulating the rooftop solar industry; it’s no longer an infant industry.
NEM introduced a cross-subsidy between customers that continues to grow

The problem arose because the residential rate structure was largely volumetric in nature and it did not mirror the cost structure of generating and delivering electricity to customers.

Typically, NEM customers reduced their energy consumption by 50% but did not lower their peak demand by very much:
- And they remained connected to the grid 24/7
- The fixed cost to serve them did not go down

Thus, when NEM customers lowered their consumption by 50%, the recovery of costs to serve them went down by nearly 50%, but actual costs of serving them went down by a much lower percentage.
The shortfall in revenue from NEM customers is being recovered from other customers.

Non-NEM customers were adversely affected by an amount equal to the NEM cross-subsidy.

They did not know that they were subsidizing the NEM customers because rate increases include effects of NEM, at least not explicitly.

They were often less affluent than NEM customers.

This cannot go on forever.
NEM cross subsidies exist just about everywhere else


Note: *NEM subsidies exclude inter-class cross-subsidy except for Nevada Energy (NV). **NEM subsidy does not reflect the NY VDER tariff.
How can the NEM cross-subsidies be minimized?

The most common way is to create a separate rate class for NEM customers

- This has been done in Arizona, California, Idaho, and Kansas
- It’s being considered in Montana

For the new NEM class, introduce a separate rate that reflects the cost structure of generating and delivering electricity

This would typically be a three-part rate with a fixed charge, a demand charge, and a time-of-use energy charge

Such rates are commonly used for commercial and industrial customers and will probably become the norm for all customers in the future
Should existing NEM customers be excluded?

In most industries, there is no grandfathering

If Joe Smith bought a gas guzzler when the price of gasoline was very low, and the price of gasoline rose, it rose for everyone, including Joe Smith

- Joe was not given a credit on the price of gasoline equal to the price hike; he had not purchased a forward contract

NEM customers probably made their long term investment thinking that the rate design would never change

- As a practical matter, they have been grandfathered elsewhere to prevent a public outcry
The value of energy efficiency is not considered in designing rates

The cleanest kWh is the one that is never consumed (and thus never produced)

The second-cleanest kWh is the one that is produced through renewable energy resources, such as solar

Value of energy efficiency is not used in designing rates

Energy efficiency is incentivized by providing financial incentives for installing high efficiency appliances and lights
Should the value of solar be considered in the design of rates?

Rates are based on cost of service for public utilities

- Cost of service-based rates maximize economic efficiency and promote equity between customers
- They keep cross-subsidies between customers to a minimum

Value of service can be considered in Integrated Resource Planning and influence the role that solar can play in creating a long range clean-energy portfolio

But it cannot eliminate the need for cost-based pricing which is vital to preserving equity between customers and promoting economic efficiency
Conclusions

SMUD has reached the 5% of peak demand target with its NEM program and ~25,000 customers are being served through that policy.

The primarily-volumetric method of collecting revenues from NEM customers means that non-NEM customers are subsidizing NEM customers by paying higher electric rates because the utility has to recover from them the fixed costs of providing safe and reliable electric service.

SMUD should reconsider its NEM policy by changing the rate structure for NEM customers.
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